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Bring him home
Watching the film...

How does the film instantly create a sense of camaraderie amongst the astronauts and

the teams at NASA?

 

Why was it important for the plot later in the film for these characters to seem close at

the beginning of the film?

How does the ship's emergency

evacuation of the planet actually

help Mark's survival? Think about the

things left behind, such as personal

effects or even machinery.

 

Pick any two of Mark's problem

solving triumphs and explain what it

was and what you liked about it.

 

What skills does Mark demonstrate

that he needs in order to survive?

Think about the use of video logs.

 

Why does Mark decide to keep the logs going, even when his original mission has been

cancelled? What do they provide for the character and what benefits do they have for

the audience?
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The Science of the Martian
Making the film...

WATCH: Science vs Cinema: THE MARTIAN (24 mins)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCxQ3hYHrZk

What do you consider to be the most impressive scientifically accurate element in the

film?

 

In this clip, you got to see lots of different types of jobs relating to space. Pick 2 that

you thought were interesting and explain why.

 

This clip spoke with scientists who were inspired by sci-fi films when it came to

choosing their career. Have any films made you consider a particular career?

 

The film is very much about the science of the mission (and subsequent survival and

rescue missions). Pick out 2 interesting STEM elements from the film that you would

want to learn more about and research these. Share what you learned with your class.

READ: Nine Real NASA Technologies in 'The Martian'.

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/nine-real-nasa-technologies-in-the-martian

The film makers worked closely with NASA to ensure that the film was

as realistic as possible and to get some ideas for what technology to

include in the film.

 

What benefits did this close partnership have?

 

Science-fiction has inspired many technologies we use today. Star

Trek is often cited for having inspired things like communicators and

digital translators. What is your favourite real-life NASA tech to

appear in The Martian?
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Pick any 2 of Ridley Scott's other projects and identify any director trademarks.

Ridley Scott and Science-Fiction

The film has a handful of high-intensity action sequences in spaces, spaced out by

dialogue-heavy discussions in NASA about Mark's situation and how to solve the problem.

 

Pick one of the action sequences and explain how the director uses camera, sound and

editing to make it exciting.

 

Pick one of the NASA sequences and explain how the director uses camera, sound and

editing to make it interesting.

 

Now thing about the scenes of Mark's problem solving on Mars. How does the director use

cinematic techniques to make this exciting viewing? Ultimately, we are watching someone

grow potatoes and salvage old tech to make something new. How does that translate in

a blockbuster film?

Making the film...

Ridely Scott is famous for directing landmark

science-fiction films such as Alien (18) and

Blade Runner (15).

 

What expectations does this sci-fi legacy

put on Scott's later films in this genre?

 

How did The Martian complement or contrast

with these 2 classic films?
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Analyse how relevant key aspects of media literacy have been used in the

above poster. Make at least 5 developed points and refer to at least two

key aspects.

Media Studies: Analysis of media texts
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